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Cabri G2/Robinson R22: £25,000 + VAT
Robinson R44: from £26,000 + VAT
Robinson R66: £43,000 + VAT
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Introducing the Fixed Price Helicopter Licence!
ICE Helicopters are doing something that has never been done before in UK flight training - we are
offering an ‘all inclusive’ Fixed Price Helicopter Licence!
Our company was founded with a clear vision to offer quality training with total transparency on costs. We
have created a package to include everything you will need to complete your Private Pilot Licence, the PPL(H),
from books, flight training and even your medical, with no hidden extras.
As the owner I wanted to make sure our students have a more positive experience than I had when learning to
fly in recent years. When you dream of learning to fly, there are a few common questions – “can I afford it?” is
usually the first one! Let me tell you this, learning to fly is not cheap; but it is all of the little extras you don’t
expect, that you need to know about upfront like landing and circuit fees. With our “all inclusive” fixed price
licence there will be no unexpected invoices coming your way so you can relax and enjoy your training!
Another common question is “will I be able to do the exams?” Exams should not be a cause for worry, we
want you to pass! So whilst the subjects you will study can be occasionally challenging, if you are introduced
to them at the right time in your training they make total sense and won’t blind you with science! All exams
are sat in-house, are multiple choice and take no more than 60 minutes each. Most of the learning is selfstudy, but we include some 1-on-1 Ground School to support your learning on top of a full briefing before
each flight exercise, all included in the cost.
Getting a Pilot Licence requires dedication, so to gain yours all you need to do is match ours! At ICE
Helicopters we have built a community of all the best people to support you through your flying journey, from
a Student Mentor with years of experience, to 3 different generations of helicopter pilots so you find your fit.
We’ve also got an in house flight examiner - so you can learn from the expert in amongst your training! We will
give you all of the tools you need to pass in 3 steps:
Familiarisation - At ICE we do not believe in charging people for flying to learn things they can just as easily
learn on the ground! With a state-of-the-art simulator, we are able to teach you so much (e.g. start-up
procedures, radio work, etc) without utilising expensive flight hours!
Integration - We will teach you the full flight curriculum alongside classroom work. We will work with you to
sign off each of the flight training exercises, whilst incorporating memorable, educational flight experiences to
mark the milestones along the way to celebrate your achievements!
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Consolidation – As you come to the end of your training we will have made sure you are the safest and fully
rounded private helicopter pilot you can be. You will have covered and signed off the whole curriculum
successfully and we will make sure you are test ready!
We know that once you have gained your licence the world is your oyster and we look forward to being there
with you to guide you as you join us on community trips, self-fly hire, or even hour build before you go on to
do your commercial flight training with us!
At our base, Elstree Aviation Centre, we are lucky to have training rooms and a crew room with a full kitchen
so you can have meals and drinks in between sessions or even stay for the whole day to study/fly. We even
have our own hangar so you can learn all about the helicopter even when the weather is not the finest!

Our Resources
Robinson R22, Robinson R44 (x2), Robinson R66 Turbine, Guimbal Cabri G2, MD520 Turbine, Frasca R22
FNPT 1 Simulator.

Our Process
Application: Informal introductory chat to discuss the course and show you around, followed by a one-hour
introductory flight or simulator session.
Assessment of Ability: Assessment and a discussion on our mutual expectations should you go ahead. We
look for at least 2 to 3 days a week of training, over a period of approximately 6 months.
Acceptance to the Course: Training Agreement will be issued.
Payment: To be made in 6 one-monthly instalments, or fewer if course is completed faster.
Learn to Fly Helicopters: Time to get started! We include 10-hourly assessments with the Head of Training to
discuss your development. If it’s not working for you, we’ll come up with a plan so that no money or time is
wasted.

Your Fixed Price Helicopter Licence includes:
-

Flight & Simulator Time as needed
Ground Exams
Ground School (10 hours)
Radio (RT) Licence

-

Pilot Bag with all Required Equipment
Landing & Circuit Fees
Class II Medical
Skill Test Exam Fee

Your Next Step…
Ready to explore the next steps? Make your dreams a reality and join our fantastic ICE Helicopter community;
we can’t wait to meet you!

Contact book@ice.co.uk to come in and have a chat, look around the hangar and meet our friendly team!
With Warm Regards,
Martin Varley
Founder - ICE Helicopters
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